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Rethinking Renaissance and Early Modern Musical Instruments
Music has long been theorised as intangible culture separate from the
materiality of musical instruments. Moving beyond approaches that
position musical instruments merely as containers for sound, this panel
aims to rethink and reassess their material, visual, affective and social
dimensions. Recent interdisciplinary ‘turns’ towards new materialisms,
posthumanisms, sensorialities and object-orientated ontologies are
opening up alternative theoretical and methodological pathways and
perspectives for engaging with the material culture of music. Building on
this growing interest in the agency and vitality of matter, and the social
lives and affective dynamics of objects, this panel invites papers that
engage with the non-auditory or para-sonic aspects of Renaissance and
Early Modern musical instruments. Entangled in cultural flows and
commodity chains, instruments moved through Renaissance worlds,
articulating meaning, establishing relations and signifying social status as
they did so. Musical instruments materially index an array of cultural,
political and aesthetic values and were designed not only to be played and
heard but to be seen, sold and dis-played. Bringing together scholars
from across the disciplines, this panel aims to promote discussion of
musical instruments by exploring the ways in which they were valued and
made to have meaning, their materiality and aesthetics, and the range of
relationships formed between musical instruments and musicians,
craftspeople, collectors and sellers.
Topics could address but are by no means limited to:
-

The social lives of musical instruments
Musical instruments and the museological gaze
Ornamentation, iconography, and aesthetics
The challenges and opportunities of object-orientated and materialist approaches
Silenced, collected and dis-played musical instruments
Practices of instrument production and consumption
Musical instruments and gender/social/class status
Object histories
Instruments as models and metaphors in Renaissance scientific epistemologies, cosmologies
and ontologies
Epistemological aspects of museum documentation and curatorial practices
Musical instruments as material culture
New technologies and historical research: digital imaging, modelling, making and interpretation
of cultural heritage objects

This CFP invites paper proposals from scholars working in musicology, art history, organology, cultural history,
material and visual culture studies and anthropology. As per RSA guidelines, please send proposals including
presenter’s name and affiliation (if applicable), email, paper title (15-word maximum), abstract (150-word
maximum), keywords, and a brief curriculum vitae to the organiser Emanuela Vai [ev321@cam.ac.uk]by Friday,
27 July 2018.
Presenters will need to be members of the RSA by the time of the conference. Submission guidelines are
available at https://www.rsa.org/page/2019SubmissionsGuide. Feel free to email with any questions.
Deadline: 27 July 2018

